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The big questions

• Are drug binding kinetics important in determining 
proarrhythmic potential?

• Can we practically measure important kinetic features such that 
they are useful in risk prediction?
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The case for kinetics…
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The case for kinetics…

Di Veroli, G. Y. et al. (2013). Journal of Cardiovascular Electrophysiology.

• Binding/Unbinding kinetics can significantly affect the observed degree of 
AP prolongation

• Fast drugs and trapped drugs have similar effects



Kinetics improve ability to classify risk

Dutta et al. Frontiers in Physiology 2017

• Consideration of drug binding kinetics improves separation of risk
categories in CiPA training set 

+ kinetics - kinetics          



The big questions

• Are drug binding kinetics important in determining 
proarrhythmic potential?

• Can we practically measure important kinetic features such that 
they are useful in risk prediction?



1. Measure the timecourse of block for drugs with variable 
kinetic profiles 

2. Provide constraints to parameterize in silico models

3. Easily implementable in high throughput systems. 

Protocol selection



Sweep A: Last control

Sweep B: First 
post-drug

Sweep C: Subtraction
(Sweep A- Sweep B)

Fractional Block
(Sweep C/Sweep A)

t onset block
100

0

Measuring timecourse of block

%

Measuring kinetics for CiPA: 
Step depolarization protocol

Data 
acquisition

Windley, Abi-Gerges, Fermini, Hancox, Vandenberg, Hill. (2017) JPTM
Milnes, J. T. et al. (2010). JPTM

Measuring timecourse of block



Using this model improves risk classification in CiPA training set

1) Determination of unbinding rate (Ku) – need to measure dose dependent block timecourse
2) Temperature dependence of pharmacodynamics
3) Drug binding to open and inactive states is equivalent
4) How do we measure trapping

CiPA Pharmacodynamic model v1.0

Li, Z. et al. (2017). Circ. Arrhythm. Electrophysiol. 



1 ) Can we measure dose dependent kinetics 
using this protocol?

• No dose response observed for fast drugs 

• True for seven out of twelve drugs in training set

t hERG

activation

Kinetics of block for CiPA training panel at ambient temperature

Windley, Abi-Gerges, Fermini, Hancox, Vandenberg, Hill. JPTM 2017



Quinidine Sotalol Chlorpromazine

Diltiazem Mexiletine Terfenadine

Li, Z. et al. (2017). Circ. Arrhythm. Electrophysiol. 

1 ) Can we measure dose dependent kinetics 
using this protocol?

• Measuring kinetics for fast drugs also difficult at physiological temperature.
• Problematic for constraining rates for these drugs?



• Acceleration of ton ranges from 2 fold to 8.2 fold depending on drug
• Does this matter?

àComparable to inter-drug differences

2) Temperature dependence of pharmacodynamics

• Most HT systems still acquire data at ambient temp.
• Can we simply extrapolate from RT to 37°C?



• Many drugs show state dependent binding

• State preference can significantly affect prolongation during AP cycle

• May be particularly important in rate dependent effects

• Difficult to infer from current protocol

Inactivation deficient hERG
Normal hERG

3) Do we need to consider state dependent binding?

Inactivation preference

Open preference
Conductance block

Perrin, M. J et al. (2008). Molecular Pharmacology



4) Measuring trapping with step depolarization protocol

Occurs when deactivation prevents recovery from block by trapping of the compound 
in the inner vestibule by closure of the activation gate 

• Protocol can measure a range of ’trapping’ phenotypes
• Degree of ‘trapping’ is dependent on temperature for some drugs
• ‘Trapping’ here combines true trapping and slow kinetics of unbinding



4) Modelling trapping for in silico risk prediction

• What are we describing? Does it matter?
• Should kt be constant? What does it describe? What about Vhalftrap
• How to rationalize a closed state in maintained stimulus
• It works!

Li, Z. et al. (2017). Circ. Arrhythm. Electrophysiol. 



1) How to deal with fast drugs?
• Model as instantaneous block?
• Implications for overall model?

2) How to manage temperature effects?
• Record at physiological temperature?
• Use a broad approximation for all drugs?
• Ignore?

3) Is there a way to tease out state dependence?

4) What does trapping mean in this context?
• Can trapping be distinguished from fast drugs and/or slow dissociation?
• Does it matter?
• Model implementation

5) How to manage all of the above in context of HT data variability

Points for discussion
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Can automated platforms be used to measure kinetics?

Cytopatch vs manual, n>5, ambient temperature

• Automation platforms can perform as well as manual operator
• Need careful QC and technical expertise
• Many other platforms to consider



Lee W et al. (2017) Frontiers in Physiology

• Both kinetics and state dependence of drug binding can significantly affect
the observed degree of AP prolongation

• How we measure prolongation is also important

The case for kinetics…



• Most HT systems still acquire data at ambient temp.
• Can we simply extrapolate from RT to 37°C?

Monique Windley

Windley M et al. (2016) Molecular Pharmacology, 90:1–11

• Temperature effects on kinetics of drug binding are complex
• Difficult to extrapolate

2) Temperature dependence of pharmacodynamics

• Q10 for on-rate is too large for simple diffusion


